
1.  Yulia is forced to use her abilities to work 
for the KGB, an organization she opposes. 
If you were in Yulia’s place, would you  
attempt to use your powers to undermine 
the KGB or to comply with them? What 
factors would influence your decision?

2.  Throughout the story, Yulia takes drastic 
actions to keep her mother and brother 
safe. How far would you go to protect your 
loved ones?

3.  If you had a psychic power like the 
characters in Sekret, would it be your duty 
to use to use your power to help others? 
What about to serve your country? 

4.  Do you think people should be held  
accountable for their thoughts— 
even if they never voice them or act 
on them? Would you treat someone 
differently if you knew what they really 
thought? Should the government or  
law enforcement?
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5.  In Sekret, Yulia must choose between 
living a comfortable life in a familiar 
world but with certain constraints, and 
venturing out into the unknown on her 
own terms. Which would you choose? 
What might affect your decision?

6.  The psychics in Sekret rely heavily on mu-
sic to protect their thoughts. What song or 
songs would you pick to shield you?

7.  What do you think might be the best and 
worst aspects of having psychic abilities? 
Do you think psychic ability is a gift or  
a burden? 

8.  If you could possess any of the  
characters’ psychic abilities, which  
range from mind reading to the ability  
to access memories through touch, 
which would you choose? 

9.  In Sekret, Larissa’s ability to see the  
future doesn’t stop her from pursuing a 
relationship with Ivan, though she  
knows it’s doomed. Would you let  
future knowledge affect your choices?  
Why or why not?

    How do you decide if a person is  
trustworthy? How do people’s thoughts 
and actions affect whether you trust 
them? Would knowing their thoughts 
make you trust someone more or less?

10.


